Large GRACE Care Basket - Boy or Girl
For 20 weeks gestation to full term babies and neonates.
$75.00 + shipping and handling

- A Missing GRACE Foundation Resource folder with literature that answers the many questions parents will have when their baby is dying or dies and it helps guide them through their decisions they will have to make
- Hair clipping card and small baggie to holds the baby’s hair
- Hand and foot print card
- Birth Certificate memento
- Hand made baby blanket
- Glass votive candle that has been decorated with baby a baby feet charm, ribbon and bow
- Plush teddy bear
- Missing GRACE designed bracelet with baby feet heart charm
- GRACE Journal
- GRACE Pen
- GRACE Comfort Warmer (essential oil aroma therapy and rice filled fabric bag, provides warmth and comfort)
- Dad’s pocket charm with baby feet
- *When a Child Dies*, Resource to Help in Planning a Memorial Service by Trina Charles & Heidi Ciepielinski
- *When Hello Means Goodbye* by Pat Schwiebert, RN and Paul Kirk, MD
- Shadow Box to display and hold precious memories
- Hand and foot molding kit

Small GRACE Care Basket - Boy or Girl
For 19 weeks and earlier gestation, including miscarriage and ectopic pregnancies.
$45.00 + shipping and handling

- A Missing GRACE Foundation Resource folder with literature that answers the many questions parents will have when their baby is dying or dies and it helps guide them through their decisions they will have to make
- Hair clipping card and small baggie to holds the baby’s hair
- Hand and foot print card
- Birth Certificate memento
- Hand made baby blanket
- Glass votive candle that has been decorated with baby a baby feet charm, ribbon and bow
- Plush teddy bear
- Missing GRACE designed bracelet with baby feet heart charm
- GRACE Journal
- GRACE Pen
- GRACE Comfort Warmer (essential oil aroma therapy and rice filled fabric bag, provides warmth and comfort)
- Dad’s pocket charm with baby feet
- Book: *To Soon A Memory* by Pat Schwiebert, RN

GRACE Care Tote - For 19 weeks and earlier gestation, including miscarriage and ectopic pregnancies and when the baby’s gender is not yet known.
$45.00 + shipping and handling

- Includes the same items as a Small GRACE Care Basket except the items are contained in a tote bag rather than a basket and the contents are in neutral colors of white, yellow, green or purple rather than blue or pink.